Drive Repair and
Service

Proactive and Reactive Repair and Service, Both On-site and Off-site
Quad Plus technicians are manufacturer trained. This gives us the ability to efficiently diagnose issues
with your drive system because of our experience with Siemens & ABB Drives and exclusive access to
original Siemens & ABB documentations, including manuals, literature, and schematics.

Quad Plus can repair and support Siemens & ABB
legacy drives products as well as Siemens
SINAMICS, and most parts that Siemens & ABB
manufactures. We have a vast inventory of parts,
and if we do not have one in stock or cannot
acquire or repair a component, we will research
direct equivalent parts and ensure compatibility.

Siemens Northern
Regional Repair Center
Three Core Parts of our Repair Business
In-House Repairs - Our customer sends their Drive/Board to our Joliet, IL or Houston, TX Repair Facilities.
Repairs take 10-15 business days or in cases of emergency we offer an expedite service which will guarantee
your repair is completed in 2-3 business days for an extra expedite fee. If your Drive is determined to be NER
(Not Economical to Repair) or NPF (No Problems Found), then your drive will be sent back to you as-is and we
will only charge you an evaluation fee.
Field Service - If you need immediate service Quad Plus has a pool of qualified safety and arc flash trained
engineers that will travel on-site to troubleshoot and repair your drive system. Our Engineers arrive on-site with
their own tools, testing equipment and spare parts to ensure that we have all the equipment needed to get your
system up and running.
Spare Parts - Quad Plus’s large inventory of Siemens and ABB spare parts are available for pick up or rush shipping.

Drive Repair
Our factory-trained technicians will
keep your AC and DC variable speed
drives performing efficiently while
minimizing downtime. We also offer
preventative maintenance that can
prevent future catastrophic issues.

Circuit Breaker Repair
Quad Plus offers repair and service
for low and medium voltage circuit
breakers. We repair damaged circuit
breakers, provide refurbishments,
and retrofit old machines with new
technology.

Warranty Work
We want you to have confidence in
our work so we include a one-year
warranty on all repairs and service.
Plus, we are authorized to repair
Siemens parts without voiding the
manufacturer’s warranty.

Legacy Controls and Drives
When manufacturers stop supporting
parts, drives, and controls, our
technical staff can repair and service
your legacy drives and extend the life
of your controls.

Drive Final Test Procedures
Once a drive repair is completed, the unit under goes a load stress test to ensure it will
perform safely and as required once put back into operation. Our expert repair
technicians will fully test the drive and run the unit through all OEM standard test
procedures before the unit is released from our repair lab.
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